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Discord background color profile picture

Your profile picture is the public face you put on Discord communities. A powerful combination of image and username can say a lot about a person. While there's a lot to say for a consistent profile picture: finding a good image that represents you helps give people the impression of a consistent identity.
That said, there's no reason to keep a photo that doesn't suit you anymore. That's how you put your best face forward. Check out the products mentioned in this article:MacBook Pro (From $1,299.99 on Best Buy)Lenovo IdeaPad 130 (Since $299.99 in Best Buy) How to change your Discord1 profile
picture. Open the Discord app on your Mac or PC.2. At the bottom left of the screen, near your profile picture, you'll see a small gear icon. Hover over it and click to access your User Settings. The user settings button. Ross James/Business Insider One of the most distinctive aspects of Discord is the
flexibility you have between servers. For many server roles, you have the freedom to change the nickname of your profile, so you can go by different names in different communities. But your profile picture (also known as PFP or avatar) has to remain the same on all servers, even if you're an
administrator. This means that your Discord PFP should be right. You can use an image (JPG or PNG) or GIF for your PFP, and it must represent your discord personality. Many people will use an illustration, icon, anime, or cartoon character instead of using a photo. Here are some examples of the
Kapwing Discord server: To design a custom PFP, you need to create the image or GIF file outside of Discord and then upload it to your Discord profile as your avatar. Discord doesn't have any editing tools inside the PFP media loader: you can't rotate, filter, crop, or add fill to any image once you upload
it. In this article, I'll explain how to create a custom PFP avatar and upload it to Discord. Find the PFP you want to useUpload and change the PFP size to circularIt's text, Clear Background, and FilterHow to add it to your DiscordStep 1 profile: Find your PFPConsider avatar which character or personality
you want to use for the base of your PFP. Many people choose something that epitomizes themselves: a character, a moment, an illustration, an abstract drawing, or a cartoon. Consider the server you are joining and look at other people's DPI to get an idea of what yours should look like. In my case, I
wanted to make a Zelda PFP from Smash Bros. I used Google Image Search to find a base image that I wanted to transform for my PFP: Step 2: Load and resize PFPNow, go to Kapwing.com and click Start Editing. Start a new Studio project uploading your image. I pasted the URL of my image
Kapwing.No it matters where it is in Discord, your profile picture is a circle. Unlike platforms like Facebook, your profile picture is still circular circular when users click on their profile, so you need to circulate it to get started. Once the image is loaded into the study, click Crop to crop the image to a square.
Then, once you have a square image, click Done Crop to return to Studio.Back in the studio, select your image layer, and drag the Rounded Corners button to the right. Now your PFP Discord is a perfect circle. You can choose to make the background transparent if you wish. Step 3: Add Text, Clear
Background and Filter If your PFP discord is done, you can download it now by clicking Publish to get the circular version. However, you can also use Kapwing's other tools to make your PFP avatar look more unique than just the image. Delete Background: Use the Delete button if you want to remove the
background from your image, a common PFP avatar tactic. I used the magic wand to erase the background behind Zelda and uploaded an image of flames for the background. Add an overlay: Use Adjust to change the color or contrast of your PFP. Add text, stickers, GIFs, or overlays with the Text and
Images tools. These can be especially useful if you want your PFP avatar to represent a trend, such as Black Lives Matter, Pride, or a special hashtag. You can also add emojis directly to the canvas from the Upload modal. In the following example, I used image search to find a rainbow-striped pride
overlay and used the Adjust tool to make it half the opacity. Add a border: Use the Outline button in the right column to give your PFP a colored border. You can increase or decrease the thickness and resize it to be yours. Text: Add and apply text to send a message or make your profile picture a meme.
Just choose the Text button on the top toolbar to add a text box. Once you have entered the text, use the tools on the right side of the screen to customize its font, color, style, position, and animation. To make your PFP disagree with others, you can also add a color border layout to your image. Simply
click Shapes on the top toolbar and select the circle option. Drag the corner buttons to the edges of the canvas and remove the fill color from the circle. Change the color of the outline to the one you want and increase its width until it is as thick as you want. Discord also allows you to upload GIF files as
animated avatars! To turn your PFP into a GIF, add a text animation or video clip. Once you've made a clip of about a second or less, select the Settings button at the top right (it looks like a small gear) and choose GIFs to process your avatar an animated GIF file. NOTE: The current file size limit for your
PFP is 10.24 MB, which means that any GIF avatar should generally be under a second long, and have a white background instead of a transparent one. Step 4: How to add it to your Discord profileWhen you finish making your Discord PFP, choose Publish for to download to save it to your device. To
add your image to your Discord profile, go to your profile settings: on the desktop, it looks like a gear at the bottom left, and in the mobile app, it's the bottom right button on the home screen. Choose Edit and click or tap on your profile avatar to browse through your files and upload your new circular PFP.
Since you've already formatned it, you won't need to zoom in or reposition the image, and you're ready to log in to all your servers. Tag @KapwingApp every time you share your content on social media, we love to see what our creators are passionate about. And be sure to subscribe to the kapwing
resources page - we are constantly writing new tutorials and features to help you get the most out of Kapwing.Related Articles:• How to make Custom Discord Emotes• Instagram Challenges: How to Follow Them and Make Your Own• How to Make a Reaction Video • Add Emoji to Photos Online• Emoji
Memes: Make Custom Emoji Mashups 1 Launch Discord. If you have the desktop app installed on your computer, look for the Blurple and White icon for Release and Public Test Build users or the orange and white icon for Canary Build users. Users running Discord Development Release cannot change
their user theme. 2 Log in or sign up for a Discord account. Sign in with an existing account or create a new Discord account here. If you are already signed in to Discord, you can safely skip this step. 3 Go to Discord User Settings. Click the gear icon at the bottom of the discord screen, to the left side of
the window, next to the user's microphone and speaker controls. 4 Go to the Discord appearance settings. Select Appearance from the list of settings in the left pane. 5 Choose theme settings in the right pane. Check a box in the box next to Light or Dark in the THEME heading. 1 Open the discord. Two
builds (Release, PTB) have the Blurple icon and the white icon. Discord Canary uses an orange and white icon. 2 Log in or sign up for a Discord account. Sign in with an existing account or create a new Discord account in your app. If you are already signed in to Discord, you can safely skip this step. 3
Open the Discord User menu. Tap the gear next to the microphone and speaker settings in the channel list menu. 4 Go to the Appearance setting. Tap Appearance in the settings list. 5 Choose a theme. Set the Light or Dark theme by tapping the option you want. To see the topic in effect, return to the
chat window. To do this, tap the link At the top left of the screen, then tap Close to close the settings window. Add new question question What about the blur of discord, full white, etc.? You can't get those colors for your discord background without using a mod or trick. Instead, join a server and get a
Discord Blurple or Full White role. Question Can I get another topic for Discord (such as red, blue, orange, green)? No, Discord hasn't offered them yet. Ask a question Thank you! wikiHow is a wiki, similar to Wikipedia, which means that many of our articles are co-written by several authors. To create this
article, volunteer authors worked to edit and improve it over time. This article has been viewed 26,071 times. Co-authors: 7 Updated: October 20, 2020 Views: 26,071 Categories: Printing Discord Sending Fan Mail to Authors Thank you to all authors for creating a page that has been read 26,071 times.
Times.
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